GLOBAL DCS MARKET ENTERS A RECOVERY MODE

After back to back years of decline, the global distributed control systems (DCS) market entered a recovery mode during 2017, although with lackluster growth. The short-term outlook remains the same as the global DCS market continues to face long-term economic uncertainty. Despite the recent return to growth in both major global economies and rising prices for key commodities, major end users remain uncertain about how long these rallies will last as they face a potential trade war and producers ramping up production in response to rising commodity prices.

From a regional perspective, the market recovery seen in 2017 was primarily driven by a rebound in the Chinese market. From a vertical industry perspective, the DCS market recovery in 2017 was not led by the usual industries. Typically, one or all the heavy process industries lead DCS market recoveries. In 2017, however, the pharmaceutical, pulp & paper, and water & wastewater industries did so. Interestingly, each of the top five global suppliers listed a different vertical industry as its leading growth market during 2017. This is due in part to the strong efforts these suppliers made to leverage their key customer relationships and market presence to capture the limited project activity coming on line from the heavy process industries during 2017.

For more information, please visit us at www.arcweb.com/market-studies/.
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